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As we close the books on 2017 and reflect back to January
there was a great deal of uncertainty in both our country
and the rest of the world. This uncertainty has faded a bit as
Washington's new policies become clearer. Equity markets
have also performed much better than most expected at
the start of 2017. In fact, it has turned out to be a great year
for stock markets globally. We have a better understanding
of how the Federal Reserve and other central banks will
unwind their monetary experiment. Markets have generally
welcomed the very slow pace of unwinding and continued
accommodation by the European Central Bank.
We are favorably inclined to believe equity markets in the U.S. and abroad will
continue to perform well in 2018. Why? It’s all about relative value. Equities still
represent great value when contrasted with low yielding fixed-income opportunities.
With the U.S. ten-year treasury yielding only 2.48 percent today, we have equities
trading at fairly high levels. We would not be surprised to see stocks continue to
trade at these levels for much of 2018. When will this end? In my opinion not until
the ten-year treasury yield trades above 3.25%. At this level, corporate bonds with
good ratings will yield close to 4.5%. We would finally have some competition
drawing money away from equities. When could yields rise to this level? It may not
be for several years, since the yield curve is telling us there is close to no inflation in
our economy today. What is our strategy for 2018?
We will continue to mitigate risk by diversifying your holdings among many
countries, sectors and asset classes.
We will emphasize value in our work – which means we will have more invested
in countries and markets that offer a better value proposition. Further, we
will continue to emphasize low cost.
We will emphasize sectors that offer high growth along with high profit
opportunities. Today we like healthcare innovation, emerging market
financials and energy innovation. There are also a large number of technology
companies that offer great growth with high profits.
Lastly, I will continue to travel in search of new and fast growing economies.
My goal in the coming years is to find high growth companies with large
and growing markets along with solid profitability. I hope to travel to Africa,
Argentina, China and India within the next few years.
We take seriously our mission of preserving and building your family’s wealth. Each
member of our team is deeply involved in assisting you towards your goals. Thank
you for continued confidence in the Cabot team. We wish you and your family a
healthy, meaningful and prosperous 2018.
Sincerely,

Robert T. Lutts
President, Chief Investment Officer

Evaluating Risk in Your Portfolio

Nick Burwell

Portfolio Manager

Craig Goryl, CFA
Portfolio Manager

For many of our clients here at Cabot Wealth Management, a typical Balanced Portfolio is comprised
of a certain percentage of individual stocks, combined with individual bonds, bond funds/ETFs and
gold. This mix of stocks versus bonds, commonly referred to as asset allocation, depends upon an
individual’s risk tolerance and return objectives. Insights such as stage of life, source of wealth,
perception of wealth, personality type, life goals, etc., are all things to consider when constructing
a risk profile and critical to achieving the proper asset allocation.
Choosing the proper asset allocation is the first stage of managing risk. The second stage pertains
more to our choices when selecting individual stocks and bonds to buy or sell, industries to
emphasis as well as which bond sectors to overweight. In this piece, we set out to discuss some of
the ways we manage risk, more from this second stage point of view. We hope to give a behindthe-curtain look into our Balanced Strategy decision-making processes. We’ve discussed four risk
management factors we consider during the security selection process as (1) Diversification (2)
Valuation (3) Duration and (4) Quality. We will attempt to dive deeper into these four factors, in
the hopes that our readers may walk away with a better understanding of our investment process
and rationale.
DIVERSIFICATION. The cardinal rule of risk management is diversification, but we think this
term deserves a more sophisticated treatment other than the typical “don’t put all your eggs in
one basket” interpretation. Proper diversification requires an understanding of two key concepts:
volatility and correlation.There are many ways to measure risk, but the simplest is to look at
volatility. The higher the volatility of a stock or bond, the greater its up and down price movement.
In the context of a portfolio of stocks and bonds, it is a measure of how the total value of all the
stocks and bonds move up or down over a specific time period.

Nick and Craig
manage Cabot's
Balanced Portfolio.
Contact us if you
have specific
questions.

With volatility still in mind, let’s now add correlation to the mix. Correlation is a mutual relationship
or connection between two or more things. In the investment world, correlation is a statistic that
measures the degree to which two securities or assets move in relation to each other. Positive
correlation means the price of the two investments tends to move in the same direction at the
same time. Negative correlation describes the relationship when two investments tend to move in
the opposite direction at the same time. A good example of negative correlation that may not be
obvious is the price of oil and airline stocks. Fuel is a large cost for airlines and can considerably
cut into profits during times of high oil prices. Relationships like these exist all over the investment
landscape. An important component of risk management is understanding these relationships in
order to prevent unintended concentrated risk.
A good historical example of positive correlation would be junk bond prices and stock prices.
Typically, companies that issue bonds in the high-yield sector hold higher levels of debt on their
books, have more financial difficulties, are smaller and or emerging companies that are yet
unproven in the marketplace. These characteristics make them riskier investments and more
susceptible to worsening economic conditions. The positive correlation between high-yield
bonds and equity prices is an important concept and one that is given a lot of consideration in our
investment management process. To illustrate this point, let’s briefly analyze the performance
of the largest high-yield ETF HYG. On the surface, HYG seems like a great investment for our
current low-interest-rate environment, with a yield of approximately 5%, and a historical sinceinception return of 5.5% annually. Why don’t we just load up on HYG for our bond allocation and
shoot for that juicy 5% yield you might ask? Well, all we have to do is look at the last time the S&P
500 declined by 5% in late 2015, early 2016. How did HYG perform during that time period? HYG
dropped close to 12% in price. HYG doesn't add much diversification when combined with stocks.
Each investment decision must be weighed not just on a stand-alone basis, but also in regard to
how the security or asset class fits within the overall portfolio. Understanding correlation, and the
ways in which different sectors and asset classes are correlated with each other, is the bedrock
foundation to risk management. A portfolio of highly correlated assets lacks proper diversification,
even if it is made up of a large number of different individual holdings. The important objective is
rather, how do we achieve proper diversification?
We strive to lower the volatility of our portfolios by spreading investments across many industries,
many countries, many bond sectors, and “safe haven” investments such as gold, gold miners, U.S.
Treasury bonds and cash. These sub-asset classes and how they correlate with each other, are

critical to properly managing risk. At any point in time, we can raise or lower exposure to assets that exhibit negative
or low correlation to the overall market. It is always our goal to try to deliver as much or more return to our clients, but
with less volatility, or risk, than the overall market.
VALUATION. Another important tool we use to manage risk is valuation analysis. Valuation analysis gives us what
famed investors Warren Buffet and Seth Klarman call a “margin of safety.” A stock or bond, if purchased at a discount
to its intrinsic value, can give investors a bit of wiggle room if a company hits a rough patch or if the economy more
generally slows down.
DURATION. In fixed-income security analysis, duration is a measure used to describe the relationship between
fluctuating market interest rates and bond prices. Higher duration equates to greater price swings when market interest
rates rise or fall. An important risk management tool we utilize is our proprietary duration calculation and monitoring
software system. It fuses Bloomberg analytics, our portfolio accounting system, and database software to generate a
precise portfolio duration level for our separate accounts. This allows us to finesse our interest rate risk exposure to
reflect our forecast views. These views can be for either a shorter-term trade, or longer-term prediction related to our
stance regarding Federal Reserve monetary policy or our macro-economic outlook.
QUALITY. The final risk management tool we’ll discuss in this piece relates to quality. When we refer to quality, we are
generally referring to companies with low levels of debt relative to earnings, and with operations that generate significant
cash flow. We do not want to own companies that rely substantially on funding from capital markets in order to run their
operations. History has shown us time and time again that capital markets can turn off the liquidity spigot suddenly and
sharply, causing businesses that rely on them as a critical funding source to become vulnerable. Companies with solid
financial backbones are often in a position to benefit when times get tough. Through smart, strategic acquisitions, often
at fire-sale prices, fiscally responsible companies may be positioned to benefit from economic slowdowns or market
instability through mergers and acquisitions that seek to strengthen their longer-term business strategies. These are
the types of companies we try to own. Quality also includes companies with a wide competitive “moat.” These are
firms that may have differentiated products, sticky relationships with customers, solid patents or substantial pricing
power. Businesses with these characteristics tend to have the ability to earn comfortable profit margins and tend to
generate ample cash flow. Lastly, a quality company
should have solid executive management with strong ASSET CLASS UPDATE
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We recognize markets have been rewarding of late.
We’re experiencing the second-longest bull market
in history and our Central Bank has embarked on a
monetary tightening cycle. The time is approaching
when we will need to take a more pronounced
defensive positioning. We will follow up this piece
over the coming weeks with an outlook for 2018. We
will discuss many of the indicators we track closely to
gauge changes in investor psychology and economic
growth. We will take a deeper look into our current
portfolio positioning and discuss further steps we may
be contemplating. It is our hope that this writing will
help our clients better understand our processes and
investment philosophy. We both agree that education
pertaining to the why, how, what and when we make
certain investment decisions can be just as important
as the results.
Thank you for your continued
confidence in us, as we work diligently to preserve
and grow your capital.
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Wealth Management

What does the new tax plan mean to you?
Greg Stevens,
CFP, CRPS

Sr. Wealth Advisor

By now, we’re all aware of the significant changes to the tax code that were signed into law by the
President at the end of 2017. The headlines have been focused on lower marginal tax brackets and
the increased standard deduction. Here are a few details of the plan that have flown under the
radar:

Deductibility of Medical Expenses

For the 2018 tax year, you can deduct any out-of-pocket medical expenses that exceed 7.5% of
your adjusted gross income. The threshold increases to 10% again beginning in 2019 (thereby
decreasing the amount you can deduct). Keep this in mind if you’re on the fence about whether
to schedule an expensive medical procedure this year versus delaying it.

529 Plan Flexibility

Until now, any money held in 529 plans could only be used to fund qualified college expenses.
The new tax plan allows for up to $10,000 per year to pay for elementary or secondary school
expenses.

Expansion of the Child Tax Credit

Not only was the child tax credit doubled to $2,000 but the income phaseout was increased
to $400,000 for a married couple. This means that many couples who weren’t eligible for the
credit in past years due to their income will now be able to take advantage.

Elimination of Equity Loan Interest Deduction

Many have traditionally tapped into the equity in their home as a low-cost way to borrow for
things like new cars, vacations or college tuition. The interest rate on home equity loans and
lines of credit are typically low and, until now, tax deductible. Beginning this year, taxpayers
can no longer deduct the interest they pay on home equity loans or lines of credit. If you
currently own your home, you can continue to deduct the interest paid on home mortgage debt
up to $1 million. If you buy a home now, that debt limit for deduction decreases to $750,000.
It is important for all of us to understand how the new tax code affects us. Don’t be caught off guard
and assume that a few extra dollars in your pay check means a lower overall tax bill at year-end.
The decrease in tax withholding could be offset by a decrease in your deductions. Take the time to
analyze your 2017 tax return and make some assumptions for 2018. This will help you plan for the
year ahead and avoid any nasty tax surprises.

•
Contact your
Cabot advisor if
you have specific
questions about
your current
situation or would
like to learn more
about our tax
preparation and
planning services
for select clients.
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Client Services

Using Tools to Achieve Your Goals
As we jump into 2018, there is no time better than the present to consider what financial resolutions
you'd like to make in the new year. Many new year's resolutions are set with the best intentions
to stay on track. However, the perennial challenge is making resolutions stick. We certainly
understand that financial resolutions are often hard to keep. Sometimes the key to success is
having access to the right tools for the job and using them to reach achievable goals. Below we've
shared some tips and tools that can be easily implemented and will help you stay connected to
your Cabot team wherever you go.

Anne Boris

Client Service
Specialist

Automate Distributions

Because the penalty for not taking Required Minimum Distributions is onerous--in
addition to ordinary income taxes, you may face an IRS penalty tax of 50% of the amount
not distributed--it's worth taking a moment to consider putting your RMDs on autopilot.
This way, you will definitely receive your distributions on schedule. It's a great option for
individuals who aren't in the mood to manage a lot of details
or for adult children who are helping elderly parents simplify
their investment lives.

Moving Money

Schwab MoneyLink® Service allows for movement of funds
between your Schwab account and an external account at
a bank or other financial institution using the Automated
Clearing House (ACH) network. In a nutshell, it is a free,
convenient way to move funds in and out of your account
electronically, which is a lot faster and more secure than
mailing a check.

Update Email Addresses

We don't want you to miss out on alerts, news and events.
Check in with your Client Services specialist if you (or your
spouse) recently changed one or more of your email addresses
or notice that you're not receiving any email communications
from Cabot.

Get Mobile

Get updates and manage money on the go. The Cabot Wealth
mobile app keeps you updated and connected to your Schwab
accounts wherever you are. Get news, view your holdings, or
deposit checks by simply taking a picture with your mobile
device. It's convenient, fast and protected.

NEW! Online Client Portal

We are excited to introduce our new online portal, which
will continue to enhance your client experience. Our webbased portal offers a high-tech solution for collaborating with
our team, expanding communication and improving client
service. The portal is perfect for clients on the go who need
secure, 24/7 access anytime, anywhere. See Page 7 for more
information.
Handing the responsibilities of day-to-day life can be a challenge
for anyone. We are all being pulled in multiple directions at the
same time, and the thought of dedicating any extra effort may seem
overwhelming when the stresses of today take priority. Our goal is
to work collaboratively as liaisons between you and your advisor,
delivering the highest level of service, guidance and solutions that
exceeds your expectations.

If you need help implementing any of these tools, contact
Client Services directly at (978) 745-9233.

Natalie Rubel
Client Service
Specialist

Lessons
from
Investing
Abroad
Rob Lutts, president and chief investment
officer, will continue to travel the globe in
search of new and fast growing economies.
It has been a decade since Rob traveled to
Mumbai, India and met the management
team at HDFC Bank. Today, clients in the
Aggressive Growth portfolio still own shares
of this company, some for more than ten
years. HDFC continues to grow about 20
percent per year and Rob anticipates similar
performance in the coming 5-10 years.
Last year, Rob discovered AIA Group (1299
HK), an insurance company in South East
Asia. Rob believes this company could
continue its 20 percent growth track in the
coming decade. He recently purchased shares
in Banco Macro (BMA), a well managed bank
in Argentina, and will travel to the country in
the next few years.
Rob's goal is to find high growth companies
with large, growing markets along with
solid profitability. These are the kinds of
companies that create significant value within
his Aggressive Growth Portfolio. Over the
next few years, he anticipates traveling to
Africa, Argentina, China, and India to meet
management teams and understand the key
driving forces of economic growth.

Sonia Ernst

Manager of Trading
& Operations

Tips for Preventing Fraud
Cybercrime and fraud are serious threats and constant vigilance is key.
While our firm plays an important role in protecting your assets, you can
also take action to protect yourself and help secure your information.
Cyber criminals exploit our increasing reliance on technology. Methods used to compromise a
victim’s identity or login credentials – such as malware, phishing, and social engineering – are
increasingly sophisticated and difficult to spot. A fraudster’s goal is to obtain information to access
your account and assets or sell your information for this purpose. Fortunately, criminals often
take the path of least resistance. Following best practices and applying caution when sharing
information or executing transactions makes a big difference.
Our Tips for Preventing Fraud checklist summarizes common cyber fraud tactics, along with
tips and best practices. Many suggestions may be things you’re doing now, while others may
be new. We also cover actions to take if you suspect that your personal information has been
compromised. If you have questions, we’re here to help.

What can you do to prevent fraud?
Be aware of suspicious phone calls, emails, and texts asking you to send money or
disclose personal information. If a service rep calls you, hang up and call back using a
known phone number.
Never share sensitive information or conduct business via email, as accounts are often
compromised.
Visit eCabot.com
for additional
Cybersecurity
Best Practices.

Beware of phishing and malicious links. Urgent-sounding, legitimate-looking emails are
intended to tempt you to accidentally disclose personal information or install malware.
Don’t open links or attachments from unknown sources. Enter the web address in your
browser.
Never enter confidential information in public areas. Assume someone is always
watching.
Check your email and account statements regularly for suspicious activity.

Now Available: Tips for Preventing Fraud
This checklist provides information about how to protect your identity and
prevent fraud threats. Following cybersecurity best practices makes a big
difference. If you have questions, we're here to help.
Download PDF | Request Reprint

Mikki L. Wilson
Director of
Marketing
& Business
Development

Introducing Cabot's Client Portal

24/7 "Axcess" Available Anytime, Anywhere
It's no secret that the financial industry is changing rapidly, and innovation and technology have
always been a primary focus of our firm. At the center of a well-run wealth management firm is
the right technology—technology that fuels growth, supports effective management and protects
our reputation.
Today, we realize investors are online and using the web to access important financial information
and communicate with their advisor. With advancements in technology, we also understand the
importance of clients having access to their financial information any time, day or night.
We are excited to introduce Cabot's Online Client Portal, which will continue to enhance your
Cabot client experience. Our web-based portal offers a high-tech solution for collaborating with
our team. While you are able to view all of your information in one place, your advisor is able to
manage large amounts of data effectively. Rather than having to mail or fax forms, you can now
upload documents directly to the portal. Other features include:

Improved Client Service

Experience convenience through instant access to your documents, including tax returns,
financial statements and source documents.

Collaboration Made Simple

Taking advantage of instant access through the portal lets you view your documents with
minimal effort, including tax returns and financial records.

Expand Communication

Share PDF files, web pages, hyperlinks, Microsoft Excel spreadsheets, Microsoft Visio
diagrams, Microsoft Word documents, Microsoft PowerPoint presentations and financial
software data files, among others. For example, you will now be able to upload your Intuit
QuickBooks files to the portal, eliminating the need for DVDs or thumbdrives.

Security

The portal was designed from the ground up to take optimal advantage of an online
environment while ensuring the privacy of your files. Because the portal resides in a secure
data center, you can be confident that your information is secure.

Clients on the Go

You will have the ability to access files from any web browser on a desktop, tablet or
smartphone; access to a mobile app for iPhone, iPad and Android devices; a simple dragand-drop interface for uploading files on a computer; and, the ability to take photos with a
smartphone or tablet and upload them to the portal.

The online portal
is available to
Cabot clients
receiving
Tax Planning
services.
Ask your advisor
for more details.

Cabot in the Community
Wellspring House Holiday Store

LEAP for Education

Each year, the Cabot team coordinates a holiday
drive to benefit one of our non-profit community
partners. This year we chose Wellspring House,
based in Gloucester, Massachusetts. The Holiday
Store doesn't just bring holiday cheer to kids in
need, it also serves as a lifeline that keeps families
from getting behind bills or rent later in the winter.

Learn. Explore. Aspire. Pursue. That is exactly what Andrison
Perez-Brea chose to do when he volunteered as a tutor with
LEAP for Education, an afterschool program. Now, Andrison
prepares to graduate from Salem State University in May 2018
to pursue a career in business. Recently Andrison stopped by
our office to chat with Rob Lutts. He discussed aspirations
for his future, including owning his own radio station. While
exploring possibilities, Rob connected Andrison to our friends
at North Shore 104.9. We're proud to report that Andrison will
be starting an internship at the local radio station this year!

Employees purchased toys, games, sporting
equipment, books and more in the spirit of giving.
This year's holiday store served more than 800
children from 300 local families. That's over 2500
toys! A shopper served by this year's store wrote,
"Thank you so much for making our Christmas a
bit brighter. Happy Holidays!"
Visit www.wellspring.com for more information on
Wellspring House's services and programs.

SUBSCRIBE AND

STAY CONNECTED

LEAP for Education empowers low income and first generationto-college students to perform at higher levels in middle school
and high school, and to graduate college prepared to purse a
successful career that matches their strengths and passions.
Visit www.leap4ed.org for more information on LEAP for
Education's services and programs.

LATEST POSTS ON

CABOT’S ADVISOR BLOG


Safeguarding Your Financial Accounts



Protecting Your Email Accounts



Protecting Information on Social Networks



Surfing the Web Safely



Protecting Your Passwords

This quarterly newsletter is intended for information purposes only. Articles, graphs, charts and discussions should not be construed as specific
investment advice. Individuals should personally consult with a financial professional to review their own specific situation in light of any
information discussed here. Cabot is not under any obligation to update the information and while every attempt is made to insure that it
is accurate, we are not responsible for misstatements or inaccuracies. This quarterly is intended for dissemination in the United States and
is not intended for circulation elsewhere. It is important to note that any performance reporting or implied performance is not indicative of
future results. Investments are not insured and may lose value. Asset allocation and diversification does not protect against loss. For complete
disclosures, please contact us at (800) 888-6468 or info@ecabot.com to receive a copy of our Form ADV and privacy statement.
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